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Candidate’s name: LE LE WYNN
Home University: UNIVERSITY OF YANGON
Host University: UNIVERSITY OF GRANADA
Senior or Junior Mobility: Senior Mobility

To be completed by the grantee

1. Academic activities carried out at the host university
Please give a brief description of the academic activities performed at the host university and the knowledge received thanks to the training emphasizing on your performance and the outcomes.

7-10-2019 (Monday), meeting with Ms. Aurora del Río Cabeza, Director of the Data, Information and Planning Office for orientation about the schedule during the program
9-10-2019 (Wednesday), meeting with the responsible person of the Teachers Development Office for discussing online teaching system in Master Course in Education
10-10-2019 (Thursday), meeting with the Head of the Department of Psychology, for discussing about the curriculum of undergraduate and graduate courses, research development, and student mobility. In evening, meeting with Vice-Rector of the University of Granada.
11-10-2019 (Friday), Meeting with (Prof. Pedro Antonio García López ), the Dean of the Faculty of Labor Sciences and (Prof. Ceferino Bustos Valdivia), the Associate Dean for New Technologies and Infrastructure of the Faculty of Labor Sciences
14-10-2019 (Monday), meeting with the Philosophy Coordinator (Prof. Maria J.G.Encinas) for discussing about undergraduate course and student mobility. After that attended her class of first year student for observing her significant teaching methodology
15-10-2019 (Tuesday), meeting with the responsible person of the Department of Economics and Tourism, Faculty of Economics and Business Sciences
16-10-2019 (Wednesday) 9:00 am, meeting with meeting with Prof. Domingo Barrera Rosillo, the Director of the Centre for Development Cooperation Initiatives who is the responsible person of “mobilities with Myanmar” and Prof. Jose Martinez Aroza, International Credit Mobility Coordinator. At 11:35 am, meeting with Prof. Pedro García, responsible person of
"internationalization of the International School of Posgraduate" Studies
17-10-2019(Thursday), meeting with the Philosophy Coordinator for discussing about Master
degree course and student mobility
18-10-2019 (Friday), meeting with the director of innovation teaching for discussing about
research innovation program

2. Your stay at the host university
Please describe your stay and personal experience at the host university, e.g. interaction with local staff including fellow professors and researchers.

The meetings with the Vice-Rector of the University of Granad, the Dean and Vice-Dean of the
Faculty of Labor Sciences, and the Professors and responsible persons of some faculties and
departments such as Department of Psychology, Department of Philosophy, International
Relation Office, Teachers Development Office are are really fruitful for getting new knowledge
and good motivation for further steps to upgrade the mission of the University of Yangon.
The local staffs are really kind persons.
We got the great regional experience and knowledge.
Especially, the great cultural and historical heritage and wonderful landscape and life style of
the people in Granada have great impact on me.

3. Returning to your home country
Please describe how you plan to apply the knowledge and experience acquired during
your mobility upon your return to your home country.

I will do a seminar about the experience and motivation I got to my colleagues to upgrade their
motivation.
I will encourage my students and staffs to participate the mobility programs of Erasmus.
We, the members of the University of Yangon who had participated in this program, will make
discussion about conducting the new course of Tourism in undergraduate course in near future
and do report to the authorities of UY.
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